SCUOLA DI ITALIANO
CAGLIARI - SARDEGNA - ITALIA

Who we are
Since 2001 One World Italiano has been a trusted centre in Cagliari and Sardinia for the study of the
Italian language and culture. It is also an authorised centre for the CILS exam (Certification of Italian as a
Foreign Language). The relaxed
and
friendly
environment
offers you the chance to meet
other students from all over
the world. We offer courses
which encourage participation,
with native teachers, qualified
to teach Italian as a foreign
language, attentive to the needs
of the students. Our school
is located in the centre of the
city, in Via Roma, opposite the
port, just a few steps from the
bus and train stations, in the
multicultural “Marina” district
with lots of places where you
can sip a cocktail and enjoy the
typical cuisine in a lively and
pleasant setting. The renovated school has 12 classrooms, a computer room and a break room, all very
comfortable and with air conditioning.

Cagliari
During your stay you can learn more about
Cagliari, a seaside city which offers many
leisure opportunities, giving you both the
opportunity to be immersed in nature and also
to get closer to the history, culture and traditions
of the city. The mild climate makes it possible
to take part in outdoor activities and numerous
events that reveal the cultural and social vitality
of the city. In your free time you can go to the
local parks or the beach by bicycle or bus or
walk around the city to discover its most hidden
and charming corners. There is also much to
see near Cagliari, for example, the beaches
of Chia and Villasimius, the archaeological
sites of Barumini and Nora, the “Sette Fratelli”
mountains and the many famous villages with
their typical food products such as olive oil,
wine and cheese as well as craft and artistic
creations made from ceramics, textiles and
jewelery.

Courses
Our teaching programme offers Italian
courses from A1 to C2 level, according
to the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages. Your level of
Italian is assessed initially with an online test
on our site, which allows us, together with
other evaluation methods when you arrive
at the school, to form both homogeneous
classes, and to create customized courses for
each student. Thanks to our communicative
method, all skills are developed and
practiced (both receptive and productive)
during the lessons.
Courses start every Monday* and you can
decide how many weeks you would like to
attend according to your needs and how
much time you have.

We offer various kinds of courses:
- Group Standard Course
(20 lessons per week)

- Standard Plus Course

(20 lessons plus 5 individual lessons per week)

- Standard Super Plus Course
(20 lessons plus 10 individual lessons per week)

- Standard Course and lessons
on Literature
- Standard Course and
lessons on Sardinian history,
culture and authors
- Individual lessons
- Semi-individual lessons
- Lessons on Skype
*Group courses for beginners start on the first and third
Monday of the month

Some of our classrooms

Social and cultural activities
In order to practice Italian out of the
classroom and at the same time learn more
about the city and the island, we offer a full
calendar of leisure activities and excursions,
for example: guided tours of the city and
the main archaeological sites, tours of the
beaches, boat trips, horse-riding, cooking
courses, visits and tastings at wineries and
dairies, fishing trips, evenings at the opera,
participation in fairs and local festivals and
much more. The Italian course therefore
becomes a complete experience as you
are fully immersed in Italian language and
culture.

Accommodation
We offer help in finding accommodation
near the school and, depending on your
needs, you can choose from the following
options: Bed and Breakfast, hotel, hostel,
single/double room in an apartment
with shared use of kitchen, independent
apartment, family stay with breakfast, half
board or full board. The owners of the
accommodation are chosen because they
often host foreign students and they enjoy
sharing their daily routines with their guests
and learning about different cultures.

Online resources
Learning resources site
Over the years, in addition to teaching Italian in
our school we have created a website,
www.oneworlditaliano.com,
which
offers
students the chance to practice Italian, for free,
any time and anywhere with a lot of educational
material including an Italian course, video
course, a grammar reference, vocabulary
resources, trailers in Italian, exercises with video,
dictations, songs and insights into Italian culture.

YouTube
Our very popular youtube channel,
Oneworlditaliano, offers a useful and fun video
course, allowing students of all levels to improve
their language skills.
Facebook
Our page:
Imparare l’Italiano One World Italiano,
where we often publish ideas and insights to
inspire students of the Italian language and
culture, has many followers from all over the
world and offers a direct and constant contact
with our school and other students of Italian.
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La meravigliosa vista dalle finestre
della nostra scuola.

How to get here:
BY PLANE - Cagliari is easily accessible by direct flights from
many European cities throughout the year and especially from
March to October, often with low-cost airlines.
BY TRAIN, BUS, TAXI - To get from Cagliari-Elmas Airport to
the bus and train stations in the centre of the city (which are just 5
minutes walk from the school) takes just 10 minutes .
BY SHIP - Cagliari is the main port of Sardinia connected with
the Italian ports of Civitavecchia, Naples and Palermo. The port
is right opposite our school.
BY CAR - If you travel by car, it is very easy to get to our school:
it is located on Via Roma, in the heart of the city.

V.le Regina Margherita, 6 (angolo Via Roma)
09125 Cagliari - Sardinia - ITALY
Tel. (0039) 070 670234
Mobile (0039) 333 4062847
E-mail: info@italianincagliari.com
School website: www.italianincagliari.com
Didactic website: www.oneworlditaliano.com
Skype: oneworldcagliari

